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Law360's 2023 Life Sciences Editorial Advisory Board 

Law360 (June 16, 2023, 3:00 PM EDT) -- Law360 is pleased to announce the formation of its 2023 Life 
Sciences Editorial Advisory Board. 
 
The editorial advisory board provides feedback on Law360's coverage and expert insight on how best to 
shape future coverage. 
 
The members of Law360's 2023 Life Sciences Editorial Advisory Board are: 

Stacy Cline Amin - Morrison Foerster LLP 
Stacy Cline Amin leads the FDA  and health care regulatory and compliance practice in MoFo's global life 
sciences and health care group, and provides strategic regulatory and business advice to companies in 
the life sciences, health care and technology industries. Stacy previously served as chief counsel of 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 

Shireen Barday - Pallas Partners (US) LLP 
Shireen Barday is a partner at New York litigation boutique Pallas Partners (US) LLP. She has been 
litigating complex commercial matters for the last 15 years. As a BigLaw alumna, Shireen offers advice 
that is practical, reasonable and commercially astute. 
 
D'Lesli Davis - Norton Rose Fulbright 
D'Lesli Davis is Norton Rose Fulbright's U.S. head of life sciences and health care. She represents 
pharmaceutical and medical device clients in high-stakes litigation in state and federal courts across the 
country, in MDLs and consolidated proceedings, governmental actions, commercial, economic loss and 
product liability matters. 
 
Gary F. Giampetruzzi - Paul Hastings LLP 
Gary Giampetruzzi is the global chair of Paul Hastings' life sciences department and one of the vice-
chairs of the investigations and white collar department. He advises clients on day-to-day compliance 
matters and represents life sciences companies in high-profile investigations, including FCPA 
investigations, and other complex litigation. 
 
Abeba Habtemariam - Arnold & Porter 
Abeba Habtemariam advises life sciences companies on regulatory, compliance and legislative matters, 
particularly on compliance with the FD&C Act. She also routinely advises clients on the regulation of 
medical device software and health care IT, premarket approval and clearance strategies, promotional 
review matters, and cGMP compliance. 
 



 

 

April Isaacson - Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
April Isaacson is the managing partner for the firm's San Francisco office. She has over 25 years of 
experience as a trial lawyer and is a registered U.S. patent attorney. Her practice focuses on complex 
technical intellectual property litigation as well as Hatch-Waxman cases on behalf of drug innovators. 
 
Marian Lee - Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP 
Marian J. Lee is co-chair of the FDA and health care practice at Gibson Dunn. She brings over 18 years of 
experience advising on FDA regulatory, compliance and enforcement matters. Marian is listed in The 
Best Lawyers in America and Who's Who Legal's Thought Leaders. She graduated from Harvard Law. 
 
Arman Oruc - Goodwin Procter LLP 
Arman Oruc is co-chair of Goodwin's antitrust practice. Arman was most recently part of the founding 
team of a life sciences company helping grow the startup into a late-stage clinical company. Arman's 
experience combining private practice and in-house work gives him a unique perspective on the life 
sciences industry. 
 
T. Reed Stephens - Winston & Strawn LLP 
T. Reed Stephens, the co-chair of our health care and life sciences industry group, is a nationally 
recognized legal authority in the life sciences industry who focuses his practice on advising global life 
sciences companies on sensitive, high-risk corporate compliance matters often involving government 
investigations or congressional investigations. 

Xin Tao - Baker McKenzie 
Xin Tao is an FDA regulatory partner in Baker McKenzie's litigation and government enforcement 
practice in Washington, D.C. A former research biochemist, Xin understands the complex scientific 
issues related to the FDA's legal and regulatory requirements, enabling him to help clients with all 
phases of product development, manufacturing and marketing. 
 
Eva Temkin - King & Spalding LLP 
A partner at King & Spalding and former FDA policy director, Eva Temkin counsels clients on a variety of 
FDA-regulated products, with a particular focus on drugs, biologics and complex combination products. 
Eva advises companies across product development and lifecycle, from data generation and application 
submissions to exclusivity issues and dispute resolution. 
 
Adam Yoffie - Bristol Myers Squibb 
Adam G. Yoffie is senior corporate counsel, litigation and government investigations, at Bristol Myers 
Squibb. Prior to BMS, Adam served as a DOJ trial attorney on the health care fraud strike forces in Miami 
and Philadelphia. He previously worked as an associate at Williams & Connolly focusing on the life 
sciences industry. 
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